
Quotes from EckhartTolle’s book A New Earth

This book’s main purpose is not to add new information or beliefs to your mind or to try 
to convince you of anything, but to bring about a shift in consciousness that is to say, to 
awaken. pp.7

Underneath the surface appearance, everything is not only connected with everything 
else, but also with the Source of all life out of which it came.  Even a stone, and more 
easily a flower or bird, could show you the way back to God, to the Source, to 
yourself...The essence silently communicates itself to you and reflects your own essence 
back to you. pp. 25-26

The ego isn’t wrong, it is just unconscious.  When you observe the ego in yourself, you 
are beginning to go beyond it.  Don’t take the ego too seriously...Above all, know that the 
ego isn’t personal.  It isn’t who you are.  pp. 42

Thoughts can at best point to the truth, but it never is the truth.  That’s why the Buddhist 
say “The finger pointing to the moon is not the moon.”  pp. 70

Human alone is never enough, no matter how hard you try or what you achieve.  Then 
there is Being.  It is found in the still alert presence of Consciousness itself, the 
Consciousness that you are.  Human is form.  Being is formless.  Human and Being are 
not separate but interwoven.  pp. 105

How you react to people and situations, especially when challenges arise, is the best 
indicator of how deeply you know yourself.  pp.188

Object consciousness need to be balanced by space consciousness for sanity to return to 
our planet and for humanity to fulfill its destiny.  The arising of space consciousness is 
the next stage in the evolution of humanity...The words, “this too will pass” when used as 
a pointer, can restore awareness of that dimension to you.  pp. 227-28



REFLECTION QUESTIONS 
Discussion of Eckhart Tolle and SoulCollage®

By Seena B. Frost, M. Div., M.A. LMFT and Fran L. Cherlow, M.A. , LMFT

1.   Eckhart Tolle says, “Because of the human tendency to perpetuate old emotion, 
almost everyone carries in his or her energy field an accumulation of old emotional pain 
which I call the pain body.” (pp. 140) He says that when the pain body is activated,  it 
keeps us from experiencing our “beingness” and being present.  Seena has compared the 
pain body to the Shadow.   What is the relationship between the pain body and the 
Shadow?

2.   Tolle says that we only use a small amount of our brain’s capacity.  He says that 
words and language only use a small part of our capacity.  What other capacities does 
SoulCollage encourage and develop?

3.  “I Am” says Tolle, is awareness.  It is the peace or stillness in the background.  “I Am 
The One…” in the SoulCollage practice can bridge this stillness (Source) with our many 
parts(Soul).  What is the relationship between “I Am” and “I Am The One”?

4.   Please add a question or quote of your own to share if you choose.



Compare and Contrasting Concepts 
fromSoulCollage® and A New Earth

SoulCollage® A New Earth

Vertical Dimension

Source
Witness
SoulEssence
Companion Suit
Council Suit

Vertical Dimension

Source
Consciousness/Awareness
Formlessness
Silence
Presence/The Present

Horizontal Dimension

Embodiment
Shadow
Committee Suit
Community Suit

Horizontal Dimension

Ego
Pain-Body
Form
Content/Structure
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  “The One”
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